The **AcousticPro 1080P3** is an acoustically transparent front projection material. The perforated weave eliminates the moire effect while presenting warm neutral colors for today’s high definition 1080P (1920x1080) and 4K UHD projectors. The **AcousticPro 1080P3** allows speaker placement behind while allowing an exceptional acoustically transparent performance.

**Elite Screens Series: SableFrame, ezFrame**

- Acoustically Transparent Matte White (tight perforated weave)
- Gain: 1.0
- Superb off-axis luminance
- Designed for 1080P (1920x1080) projector resolutions
- Detachable black backing eliminates backlighting artifacts from light bleed-through (only available on Sable Frame and ezFrame Series products)
- Mean attenuation of -3.09 dB
- Compatible with today’s 1080P/4K UHD Projectors

---

**Viewing Angle**

On axis 0° Gain: 1.0

Viewing Cone: 180°